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CASE STUDY

Understanding Bunker Profiles
INTRODUCTION
The bunkering industry is entering a period of
evolution where the ergonomics of bunkering are
seeing significant changes due to the increased
focus on environmental obligations and the shift
towards a more digitalized industry.
These changes had brought along substantial
impacts, and while some of which, such as
regulatory compliances, do not directly impact
bunker suppliers, they too face the pressure
in assisting their customers in meeting these
obligations.
For the longest time, bunker suppliers have
been under public scrutiny due to the fraudulent
practices of the trade. To curb these malpractices
and increase transparency between bunker
transactions, the Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore (MPA) had imposed the mandatory use
of mass flow meters.

BUNKER MONITORING SYSTEMS
Many bunker suppliers have also turned to installing
bunker monitoring systems to remain competitive in
the current oversaturated market. These monitoring
systems such as our BunkerXchange HMI (BX
HMI) provides real-time visualization of the bunker
profile, monitoring key parameters such as drive
gain, flow rate, density, and temperature.
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The system allows buyers and suppliers to be
alerted whenever irregularities are found during the
bunkering process, increasing data transparency
for improved productivity and procurement
assessment. With this, bunker operators hope to
provide greater visibility and enhance trust between
their clients and them.
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One bunker operator who had its barges installed
with Ascenz’ monitoring systems noted that while
members of the bunker industry are conversant
with the procedures of the trade, many do not
possess the knowledge of correctly interpreting a
bunker profile diagram. This, in turn, gave rise to
unnecessary bunker disputes which undermines
what the system was made to achieve.

JUSTIFIABLE IRREGULARITIES
As a case in point, a receiving buyer who noted
certain irregularities in the bunkering graph raised
a bunker dispute as he believed the seller had
intentionally tampered with the fuel quality. Upon
investigation, the irregularities were found to be
justifiable as it had occurred due to operational
effects.
While inconsistent readings may be an indication
of entrained air, it may not necessarily be due to
deliberate acts of manipulation. Aeration does
occur from operational practices such as tank
changing, tank stripping, leaks through the bunker
line, and more. Hence, it would be wise to conduct
an investigation to determine whether or not the
abnormality is justifiable.

Shipulse BunkerXchange HMI

Parameter readings tend to be erratic at the start
and end of bunkering activities due to residual
air being entrapped in the pumps and pipelines.
However, readings should stabilize over time and
remain fairly constant until the end of bunkering.
Abnormalities appearing in the midst of bunkering
for prolonged periods are considered suspicious
and should be stopped for investigation.

ILLUSTRATIONS
To further illustrate the example, the following bunker profiles were extracted from our Shipulse Portal to
demonstrate a good from bad bunker profile.
Example 1:

Observation

Spike in readings at start and end of bunkering but stable in between.

Results

Good bunker.

Remarks

Common for aeration to occur during the start and end of bunkering activities.
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Example 2:

Observation

Bunker is overall stable but tends to have short bursts of erratic readings in
between.

Results

Acceptable bunker.

Remarks

The hikes are likely to be caused by the switching of tanks. As the period for each
surge is relatively short, it is considered acceptable.

Example 3:

Observation

The bunker was fairly stable until 12:00 hours where there was a dramatic drop
in flow rate and readings became extremely erratic. This continued for a period of
4 hours.

Results

Bad bunker.

Remarks

The dramatic drop in flow fate is an indication the flow rate may have been
intentionally or unintentionally reduced to fall below the Qmin (minimal flow rate).
When flow rate falls outside the recommended measurement conditions, the
meter’s measuring accuracy is affected. As various factors could have affected
the flow rate, an investigation should be carried out to determine the cause.
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Example 4:

Observation

A dramatic drop in mass flow rate spotted at approximately 0:00 hours. Irregularity
was also noted in temperature, drive gain, and density which continued for over
3.5 hours.

Results

Bad bunker.

Remarks

As per Example 3, the flow rate may have been intentionally or unintentionally
decreased, resulting in non fully filled pipelines. This in turn affects the meter’s
measuring accuracy, and in such cases, bunkering should be paused for
investigation.

CONCLUSION
For decades, bunker suppliers struggle to improve
their reputation due to the inadequacy of rules
to keep bunker pilferers at check. However, the
increased developments in maritime technology
over the years has allowed greater visibility within
the bunker supply chain.

Shipulse Portal - HFO Bunker Profile
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Nevertheless, ship owners and bunker suppliers
alike must leverage on these developments
to improve their workflows and efficiencies.
By transforming data into useful information,
companies will be able to vastly improve their
productivity and profitability in the long run.
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